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Sandra Cruz-Pol obtained her Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering from Penn State University in the 
area of microwave remote sensing of atmospheric gases and ocean emissivity from space in the 
Ku, K and Ka bands.  Her MS degree was from the University of Massachusetts on polarimetric 
radars for earth remote sensing.  Her BS was at University of Puerto Rico at Mayagüez. She is 
currently a professor at UPRM where she is been a faculty member since 1991.  Dr. Cruz-Pol has 
worked in several projects sponsored by the National Science Foundation, NASA, and other 
agencies. She teaches courses in the area of Electromagnetics, Antennas, Radars, among 
others. Her research interests include remote sensing of the atmosphere, and weather radars.   
 
She is the Co-PI for the NSF Center for Collaborative Adaptive Sensing of the Atmosphere 
(CASA) at UPRM and Co-PI for the NSF MRI TropiNET X-band polarimetric weather radar 
network http://weather.uprm.edu. She is a Senior Member of the Institute of Electrical and 
Electronic Engineers (IEEE) and a member of the IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing (GRS) 
Society.   
Dr. Cruz-Pol was elected member of the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) Committee for 
Radio Frequency (CORF). She is currently the Associate Editor for University Affairs for the IEEE 
GRS Newsletter. She was recipient of NASA Faculty Award for Research in 2001, the iNEER 
Meritorious Service Award, and the GEM mentorship Award.  She was selected Outstanding 
Professor of the Year from the ECE department on 2003. Dr. Cruz-Pol has been in the 
Coordinating Committee of several international conferences including MicroRad and NSF ICEE, 
both held in San Juan, PR. 
 
She has given numerous conferences and workshops on Atmospheric Remote Sensing, Global 
Warming, Climate Change and their Solutions. She founded the Campus Verde (Green Campus) 
initiative in 2007 at UPRM [see http://campusverde.uprm.edu/] to increase awareness of things 
people could do in their everyday to help reduce their ecological footprint on the planet.   
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